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Ad Anckarsvard, Karin. Madcap Mystery; tr. from the Swedish by Annabelle
6-8 MacMillan; illus. by Paul Galdone. Harcourt, 1962. 189p. $3.25.
A sequel to The Robber Ghost, with many of the same characters and, again, valu-
able because this book too gives a picture of modern Swedish youngsters in a small
town. The plot is thinner here than in the previous volume: the wholesome young-
sters of Class 4C are instrumental in discovering that some wealthy juvenile delin-
quents are responsible for a series of local robberies. The style-possibly due, or
in part due, to translation-is faintly stilted, and in one classroom sequence there
is a rather unsympathetic depiction of a teacher. Otherwise, the author has given
an excellent picture of an adolescent group and the shifting relationships within it;
especially good are the individual and group reactions to a rebellious and noncon-
forming newcomer.
Ad Appleton, Edward Victor, et al. Science Today; Talks by 15 Outstanding Sci-
9-12 entists. Criterion Books, 1961. 192p. illus. $3.95.
Originally presented in Great Britain as a series of talks for high school students
on an educational television program in 1960. Each of the fifteen eminent scientists
discusses phenomena in his own field, with emphasis on recent progress and with
some scrutiny of future problems meriting research. Each lecture is preceded by a
very brief biographical note; there is surprisingly little variation in the style of the
selections, all the writing being straightforward, a bit on the dull side, and author-
itative. An index is appended.
R Ball, Zachary. Bristle Face. Holiday House, 1962. 206p. $2.95.
6-8
A moving and lively story about a boy and a dog, told convincingly in first person
and told with good (but heavy) use of dialect and idiom. Fourteen and orphaned, Jase
is taken in by genial Lute; also taken in is Bristle Face, the large and peculiar dog
that has adopted Jase. Mr. Ball manipulates several sub-plots very smoothly: Lute's
love affair with the widow Jarkey, and his campaign to be elected sheriff are inex-
tricably part of Jase's story. The book is realistic-Bristle Face has to be killed
when he is blinded in a fight-although there are several dramatic incidents.
NR Barr, Cathrine. Seven Chicks Missing. Walck, 1962. 32p. illus. Trade ed.
1-2 $2.25; Library ed. $1.69 net.
Mother Grouse walked about proudly, followed by her seven chicks; one by one they
wandered off without Mother Grouse noticing. She saw, finally, that they were miss-
ing; a boy spread a trail of grain, and one by one the chicks came back. Slight and
rather dull story, with mediocre illustrations. The only contribution of the book is
in the counting: chick number seven goes, then chick number six, etc.
Ad Berger, Melvin. Science and Music; from tom-tom to hi-fi; by Melvin Berger
6-9 and Frank Clark; illus. by Gustav Schrotter. Whittlesey House, 1961.
176p. $3.75.
An interesting approach to the subject of musical sounds, in a book that has clearly-
given information but is weakened by a carelessness in the writing and occasionally
in the illustrations. These are in neither case inaccuracies, but consist of such er-
rors as , "We say the boy's voice is cracking. When they are fifteen .. ." or irrele-
vant comments, or diagrams that seem inadequately labelled. After a first chapter
that gives some background in the nature of sound, the authors discuss the human
voice, groups of musical instruments, and various recording devices. A brief glos-
sary and an index are appended.
NR Bethers, Ray. What Happens Underground? story and pictures by Ray
2-3 Bethers. St. Martin's, 1961. 47p. $2.50.
A poorly organized book, with broad and quite superficial coverage of a large area.
The text describes, each in a few sentences, things found underground, or made
from materials found underground, or (such as a railway tunnel) something in the
ground that is man-made. Since the first pages distinguish between visible objects
above ground and things for which one must "dig down beneath the surface," it may
be confusing to include caves, for example, which can be seen without digging. The
extent of coverage is indicated by the first underground item: a double-page spread
shows a fossil and is captioned "Fish inside rocks"; text reads, "The land was not
always shaped as it is now. In some places there used to be sea where now there is
land. So the bones of age-old fish are sometimes found deep underground, even bur-
ied under the earth on mountains." This is not a clear description of geologic change
or fossil formation.
R Bloch, Marie Halun. The House on Third High. Coward-McCann, 1962. 85p.
4-6 $2.75.
Jenny, prim and conservative, found several things bewildering when she visited her
aunt in Colorado: Aunt Phyllis was free and easy, there seemed to be no class dis-
tinctions between people, and the girl next door seemed to prefer an "outsider"--a
refugee-to Jenny. It didn't take long for Jenny to see that people should be judged on
their own merits, and her insight is gained realistically, since she herself has the ex-
perience of being left out. The book has a mild mystery, the solution of which gives
some financial security to an elderly first settler. Plot and sub-plot are believable
but are slight and of less importance than the characters, who are individual without
being exaggerated. The writing style is easy and light, with natural conversation.
M Borg, Inga. Bru-The Brown Bear. Warne, 1961. 31p. illus. $2.50.
3-5
The life cycle of a bear is told in a fictional framework and nicely illustrated, with
only a few of the pictures of the calibre of those in the lovely Parrak-The White
Reindeer. The text is slow-moving, with an occasional coy note. Bru plays with his
sister cub, grows, resents playing nursemaid when a baby sister is born, and goes
off on his own. He evades some hunters, forages near a campfire, and goes off to
hibernate.
Ad Bridges, William. Ookie; The Walrus Who Likes People; photographic illus.
3-5 by Emmy Haas and Sam Dunton. Morrow, 1962. 64p. Trade ed. $3.50;
Library ed. $3.28 net.
An oversize book that describes the behavior of the very popular young walrus at
the New York Aquarium. The book is profusely illustrated by large, clear photo-
graphs of Ookie, some of these inevitably being rather repetitive. The text is sim-
ply written, and has a warm, affectionate attitude without being cute. There is very
little text that seems contrived to be used with a photograph, but a bit of it does.
The text and the photographs do show the droll charm of the gregarious Ookie.
R Broderick, Dorothy M. Leete's Island Adventure. Prentice-Hall, 1962. 128p.
5-7 $3.
At fifteen, Linda views a vacation with no boys as arid; when a new family arrives,
they prove most satisfactory in providing an eligible son, Barry. Barry's father, it
develops, is investigating a mystery that Linda and her younger brother have been
pondering; Linda and Buddy are instrumental in trapping some jewel thieves. While
none of the plot elements is unusual, all aspects of the action are credible and well
integrated; the end of the book becomes a bit heavy with dramatic incident. The char-
acters are pleasantly urban and urbane, the conversation sprightly and natural, and
the relationships in Linda's family are realistic and sympathetic, especially that be-
tween Linda and her brother.
Ad Brooks, Anita. The Picture Book of Tea and Coffee. Day, 1961. 96p. illus.
4-6 (Picture Aids to World Geography Series.) Trade ed. $3; Library ed.
$2.86 net.
Profusely illustrated by photographs, a book that describes the planting, nurturing,
harvesting, and processing of tea and coffee. The first part of the book deals with
tea, the second part coffee; at least half the page space is taken up by photographs.
The text often seems abrupt, therefore, on some pages being no more than an exten-
sive caption. While there is a good deal of information in the book, and some inter-
esting variation in methods over the world, the text seems cursory and in several
instances seems designed to accompany photographs. An index is appended; text is
continuous, with no table of contents.
M Brunhoff, Laurent de. Serafina's Lucky Find; story and pictures by Laurent
4-6 de Brunhoff. World, 1962. 28p. Trade ed. $3; Library ed. $2.96 net.
yrs.
Serafina is a giraffe who finds an abandoned boat; with her friends (a rabbit, a frog,
a crocodile, and a kangaroo) she sets about repairing the boat. The kangaroo, an-
noyed by the frog, locks the others in his house so that he can work on the boat;
when the craft is fixed, they go for a sail and capsize. They go to Grandmother Gi-
raffe's home, are given hot chocolate, and forget their disagreements. The writing
is static, and the small humor intrinsic in the situation is belabored by the proces-
sion of misadventures.
Ad Bryant, Gertrude Thomson. Two Is Company; pictures by Ellie Simmons.
2-3 Lippincott, 1962. 96p. $3.25.
A book about a small boy and girl who become fast friends after an inauspicious
first meeting. Kate and T.J. are very real children, and their activities, told in epi-
sodic chapters, will have the appeal of familiarity to children to whom the book is
read. The illustrations are attractive, although they echo faintly the occasional cute
note in the text. The writing has one stylistic idiosyncrasy that is obtrusive: a re-
peated reference to a parent as "the" mother or "the" father.
M Byars, Betsy. Clementine; illus. by Charles Wilton. Houghton, 1962. 72p.
K-2 Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.73 net.
A read-aloud book about a dragon; Clementine is (although it is never so crudely
stated) a stuffed sock, and a favorite toy of the child who, in the text, describes
some of his adventures and conversations with his dragon. Clementine is given a
personality that is distinct: boastful, cowardly, and imaginative. The concept is a
nice enough projection of imaginative play, but the writing verges on the precious.
R Carlson, Natalie (Savage). Carnival in Paris; pictures by Fermin Rocker.
4-6 Harper, 1962. 152p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.92 net.
The story of a French family that ran a small circus using domestic animals. The
two younger children spent the school term at an uncle's farm, and were happy when
they could join the rest of the family at a Paris carnival. Hard as they worked, the
Flandins couldn't make money; they were affronted when a wealthy circus owner
told them that their own troupe was fourth-rate, but were mollified when he offered
them the job of taking care of his farm for retired animals: they could be together,
they loved animals, and they could have a normal and secure life. The pace of writ-
ing is sedate, but the book is enlivened by vivid details of carnival life and Parisian
background.
R Cavanna, Betty. A Time for Tenderness. Morrow, 1962. 220p. $2.95.
7-10
A most unusual novel for adolescent girls, approaching the topics of race relations
and color prejudice with honesty and dignity. A Southern family moves to Brazil:
Father, raised in New York, is dispassionate about color, Mother is appalled to find
her children exposed to friends of color, eight-year-old Tobey is without prejudice,
and Peggy Jamison, sixteen, sees both attitudes. Peggy, in love with an aristocratic
Brazilian boy, is stunned to find his grandmother is Negro; in the evaluation of her
attitudes and her fears, Peggy matures and appreciates the courage of her small
brother. Carlos, although he loves Peggy, has to tell her that his marriage has been
arranged according to the custom of his people, and in this, as in other solutions to
the problems presented in the book, the author has been realistic. The contrast be-
tween cultural patterns, the interesting background, the tender love story, and the
honest appraisal of relationships within a family under stress add value to the book.
Ad Clark, Billy C. Useless Dog. Putnam, 1961. 125p. $2.75.
4-6
Not unusual in plot, but a well-written dog story; a touch of sentimentality here and
there, and an occasional bit of quaintness. On the whole, a warm and satisfying story
for animal lovers. Caleb, thirteen, tells how he acquired Outcast, the lame and ugly
dog he came to love dearly; the dog, some time after saving Caleb's life, is shot as
a sheep-killer. Ill after rescuing a sheep, Caleb is given a puppy that looks just like
his sire, Outcast.
R Cleary, Beverly. Henry and the Clubhouse; illus. by Louis Darling. Morrow,
3-5 1962. 192p. $2.75.
Another delightful book about that very real boy, Henry Huggins. Henry has two proj-
ects: building a clubhouse with his friends, and getting a new subscriber as a cus-
tomer for his paper route. In both activities, Henry is plagued by Ramona, the small
and persistent sister of Beezus. Ramona follows Henry about, giving him full and
continuous benefit of her acquaintance with TV commercials. The characters and
their actions are completely believable and childlike, the writing combines smoothly
a story line and peripheral incidents, and the quality of humor is sunny and effort-
less.
Ad Clewes, Dorothy. The Golden Eagle. Coward-McCann, 1962. 189p. $3.
6-8
Jeremy comes from England to visit his school friend, Marco; the two boys become
involved in the mysterious theft of some valuable paintings. The plot has suspense
(and two murders) and there is some color in the background of a small Italian town.
The book is weakened by the introduction of too many characters, some of whom are
fairly stereotyped, but gives a good picture of modern life in Italy.
M Clewes, Dorothy. The Hidden Key; illus. by Sofia. Coward-McCann, 1961.
2-3 119p. $2.50.
Sent to the store for salt, Rory discovered the store was locked; his friend Kay
knew where the key was hidden and they entered. Once in, the two children decided
to help the owner by waiting on customers until he came back. Only when he did
come and seemed horrified, did the children realize what a mess they had made.
They also found a plan which they thought was for a supermarket was actually a
blueprint for a playground; Kay and Rory offered to help again, but the adults hast-
ily refused. The story is told in a simple, direct style and the children's conversa-
tion is natural, but it seems improbable that adult customers would accept the sit-
uation. The story is weakened by the introduction of the playground plan, since it
has little to do with the storekeeping theme.
R Colman, Hila. Mrs. Darling's Daughter. Morrow, 1962. 191p. $2.95.
7-10
A very good junior novel that perceptively delineates a competitive mother-daughter
relationship. Tory resented her mother's community activities as much as she re-
sisted her mother's gentle dominance at home. Organizing a project of her own, Tory
insisted on no parental help; the success of the project helped Tory accept the fact
that she was actually very much like her mother: an organizer and a leader. Two sub-
plots (a boy and an exchange visit from some Indian students) helped Tory gain per-
spective. The tension between Tory and her mother is honestly described, and the
book is strengthened by the fact that the change in Tory is developed in logical rela-
tion to other events, it is gradual, and it is merely a change-not a pat happy ending
with all problems solved.
M De Jong, David Cornel. The Happy Birthday Egg; illus. by Harvey Weiss.
2-3 Little, 1962. 53p. $3.
A sequel to The Happy Birthday Umbrella, but less convincing as nonsense humor.
David wakes on the morning of his grandmother's birthday to see a mysterious face
at his window. Off he goes in the dawn to tell his friends, Mr. Bim the tailor, Sam
the secondhandman, Mrs. Twill the babysitter, etc. They all arm, and they creep up
on the spot; they find only a dinosaur-size egg, and with a ribbon about it, the egg is
presented to grandmother. The face and its egg are never explained; the behavior of
the adults seems more foolish than humorous, although the writing has some humor.
There may be objections from literal readers who note discrepancies between color
in illustrations and the color of the object as described in the text.
R Derleth, August William. Concord Rebel; A Life of Henry D. Thoreau.
8- Chilton, 1962. 213p. $3.50.
An extensive examination of Thoreau's life as an adult, objective in its assessment
of his personality and admiringly partial in its evaluation of his writing. Authorita-
tive and well-researched, the text is dignified, detailed, and occasionally ponderous;
the author quotes Thoreau throughout the book, and gives a broad picture of the lit-
erary atmosphere and personalities of the times. An index is appended.
R Douty, Esther M. America's First Woman Chemist; Ellen Richards. Messner,
6-9 1961. 191p. $2.95.
A good biography of the woman who, shortly after the Civil War, became the first fe-
male to attend M.LT., later taught there, was the first president of the American
Home Economics Association, and was a leader in the field of public health. The writ-
ing is competent, verging occasionally on an adulatory attitude, but fairly objective
on the whole. There is less stress here on the problem of acceptance (of a woman pi-
oneering in a field considered sacred to men) than in many books about other invaders.
The book emphasizes Ellen Richard's professional career and scientific contributions,
but has a good balance of material devoted to preparatory years, personal life, and
personality traits. A bibliography and an index are appended.
NR Egner, Thorbjdrn. Karius and Baktus; written and illus. by Thorbj rn Egner;
K-2 tr. by Virginia Allen Jensen. Bobbs-Merrill, 1962. 46p. $2.50.
Translated from the Norwegian, a read-aloud book about two "dental trolls." Karius
and Baktus live in the teeth of a negligent boy called Jimmy, and here they build
homes, fed by all the sweets Jimmy consumes, and undisturbed by a toothbrush.
Driven away by a dentist (after hammering by Karius gives Jimmy a toothache) and
by Jimmy's toothpaste, they go swirling down the drain to the ocean, "searching for
another child who eats lots of sweets and doesn't brush his teeth." As a story, this
is dull, and as a purposive book it is so obtrusive as to be clear to any child. The
idea of presenting a tract on dental hygiene in such unscientific and coy fashion is
poor, and the illustrations ramify and compound the error: one picture, for exam-
ple, shows a troll-in color-standing on a ladder in back of a tooth while the dentist
peers in. The dentist's hand, incidentally, is less than half as big as each tooth.
Ad Epstein, Samuel. The First Book of Teaching Machines; by Sam and Beryl
5-7 Epstein. Watts, 1961. 50p. $1.95.
A useful book, with competent handling of material and good organization, but rather
dry and sedate in style. Approximately a third of the book is devoted to photographs
of machines, old and new, or parts of machines; each page also carries a few lines
of text in quite small print. The explanation of the way in which a machine is pro-
grammed is clear; the author's analysis of the relative merits of teaching machines
is objective; a brief index is appended.
R " Fenton, Carroll Lane. Reptiles and Their World; by Carroll Lane Fenton and
6-9 Dorothy Constance Pallas; illus. by Carroll Lane Fenton. Day, 1961.
126p. $3.50.
Good science writing; authoritative and informative text written in a style that is
both easy and straightforward. The illustrations are meticulously detailed and care-
fully captioned; several maps showing range of habitat are included; an index is ap-
pended. Chapter division is on the basis of function or activity . . locomotion, find-
ing mates, food habits, protection from danger, winter and summer rests, etc. The
organization achieves variety within each chapter, and in the device of beginning the
chapters with narrative incidents, the authors enliven the text without investing the
reptiles with personalities.
NR Fisher, Margery M. But Not Our Daddy; illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher.
3-5 Dial, 1962. 22p. $2.50.
yrs.
A slight read-aloud book that seems contrived; the wife of the artist quotes their
children to the effect that other daddies go to work, "but not our daddy." The chil-
dren explain that in daddy's studio are all the things they need . .. "like tape! " The
double-page illustration shows the three entanged in tape, a typical instance of the
humor, all based on the theme that the children are being a nuisance, but don't know
it. ("If we didn't help Daddy, who would? He never lets anyone inside his studio.
Only us." Picture of Daddy trying to force his way into his own studio with three
children braced against the door.)
R Floethe, Louise Lee. The Fisherman and His Boat; with pictures by Richard
2-4 Floethe. Scribner's, 1961. 31p. $2.95.
Simply written and informative, the text describes the activities of a fisherman who
lives on the west coast of Florida. The text and illustrations give a quite vivid feel-
ing of the offshore waters, the small village with its tropical foliage, and the clean,
sunny atmosphere. The pace of the fisherman's life is described as well as his
methods of work. A placid book but pleasant.
R Frazier, Neta (Lohnes). One Long Picnic; illus. by Don Lambo. McKay, 1962.
5-7 179p. $3.50.
A good story about a family going to Oregon by covered wagon in 1850; no melodra-
ma, but a variety of lively incidents and colorful, credible detail. David Gale was
eleven, small for his age and imaginative; he gained courage and stature on the long
trek that was to him a continued picnic. While realistic about the hardships of pio-
neer travel, the book emphasizes some of the pleasures of the journey. The story is
delightfully enlivened here and there by David's excursions into dreams of glory,
with a typical incident ending, "... men, women and children swarmed about David's
rough bed. 'You saved our lives. How can we ever thank you enough, brave boy?'"
R Fry, Rosalie Kingsmill. The Echo Song; written and illus. by Rosalie Fry..
4-6 Dutton, 1962. 160p. $3.25.
A very pleasant story about a large family living in a small town in Wales. The chief
character is Bronwen, who is eleven and the only member of her family who doesn't
sing. A contest, won by Bronnie's father with his Echo Song, is one thread of the
story; an adventure in bird-watching and the revival of an old weaving plant are the
other plot-lines. Plot elements are integrated smoothly; the background of Welsh
countryside is evocative, and the family relationships and characters are warm and
sympathetic.
Ad Fuller, Lois Hamilton. Keo the Cave Boy; illus. by Donald Bolognese. Abing-
4-5 don, 1961. 128p. $2.75.
A convincing story about a Neanderthal boy of twelve, in which the details of cave-
men's lives are smoothly integrated into the narrative; the writing is static, with in-
terest based on incident rather than on a storyline. Keo and his family seem quite
believable, although there is-as with any story set in pre-history-a slightly artifi-
cial quality to speech that has to be conveyed in present-day language. Most of the
incidents in the book are concerned with hunting: Keo wants to hunt with the men,
but is too young; he makes a friend with whom he goes out for small game; some of
the community families migrate in search of food; Keo helps kill a huge bear and is
finally accorded adult status as a hunter.
Ad Giannoni, Frances. The Golden Book of Gardening; How To Plan, Plant, and
6-9 Care for a Home Garden; by Frances Giannoni and Seymour Reit; illus.
by William Sayles and Tom Tierney. Golden Press, 1962. 69p. Trade
ed. $1.99; Library ed. $2.39 net.
A useful book, with good instructive drawings and many beautiful full-color photo-
graphs. The information that is given is accurate, but the text gives superficial cov-
erage: many quite common flowers (ageratum, coreopsis, larkspur, for example)
are not included. Arrangement is by small topics: roses, shrubs, garden trees,
grass for lawns are topics in sequence, each given a double-page spread of which
more than half is devoted to pictures. A one-page index is appended; it is preceded
by a page (with no heading) that gives definitions and phonetic pronunciation for hor-
ticultural terms apparently chosen at random.
R Gilmore, H. H. Model Rockets for Beginners; 82 pictures and diagrams by
5-8 the author. Harper, 1961. 117p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
A good book for hobbyists, giving very clear instructions for making scale models
of sixteen rockets. The first part of the text gives basic principles of rocket flight
and includes some historical material; it concludes with general instructions about
materials and procedures. Four pages are devoted to each of the sixteen models: a
page of text, a page that diagrams outline, a perspective drawing, and a fourth page
that shows the pieces of the pattern. Illustrations are clear; an index is appended.
NR Gramet, Charles. The Wonder That Is You; illus. by William Burnard.
3-5 Abelard-Schuman, 1962. 61p. $2.95.
A very poor book on human physiology, with so many weaknesses in text and illus-
tration that the fact that the information is all sound is almost obscured. The illus-
trations are often stylized or poorly labelled, and many of the drawings are merely
cartoon-style embellishment. The writing style is popularized and replete with anal-
ogies, metaphors, asides, and slightly cute terms-such as "food mill" for the diges-
tive system. There is no table of contents or index.
M Grant, Bruce. The Star-Spangled Rooster; illus. by W. T. Mars. World, 1961.
4-6 119p. $2.95.
A story of the War of 1812. Jedidiah and his pet rooster walked for days, helping the
hired man herd cows to Baltimore to supply milk for the men defending Fort Mc-
Henry. They had an unpleasant encounter with the British, got to Baltimore safely,
and stayed at the fort until the battle was over. The rooster distinguished himself by
crowing from the ramparts at the height of battle, and was given a wooden star by
the soldiers. Since the rooster was a spangle, there was a huzza for the Star-Span-
gled Rooster. The period and military details are interesting, but the story moves
rather slowly to its climax; the conversation is stilted, the characters are flat and
do not come alive.
M Hall, Rosalys Haskell. The Dog's Boy; illus. by Emil Weiss. Lothrop, 1962.
K-2 43p. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.73 net.
Duke, the big police dog, never let Peter get far from home; one day when his par-
ents were gone, Peter locked Duke in the cellar and ran away. Lost and frightened,
he was rescued by his dog, who had crashed through the pane of a cellar window to
find his boy. Safe home, Peter promised his dog never to go off without him again.
The story does point a lesson, but obtrusively; it is slight in plot, blandly written,
and verging on sentimentality.
R Hamori, Laszl6. Dangerous Journey; tr. from the Swedish by Annabelle Mac-
6-9 Millan; illus. by W. T. Mars. Harcourt, 1962. 190p. $3.25.
First published in Sweden under the title Farling Resa, a well-knit story of the es-
cape of two Hungarian boys from the Comrade Youth Warden who was taking them to
a children's home. Stowed away on a freight train, the boys became separated when
one left the car to look for water. With the help of the police and a newspaperman
who was the friend of one lad's father, the two boys were reunited in Vienna. Dra-
matic but credible; the writing has pace and suspense.
R Haywood, Carolyn. Snowbound with Betsy; written and illus. by Carolyn Hay-
3-5 wood. Morrow, 1962. 189p. $3.50.
Another pleasant book about Betsy, written with simplicity of style and an easy good
humor; the children are natural and the small incidents of their lives are realistic.
Family relationships are good; the book adds the pleasures of the Christmas season
to the perennial appeal of everyday life events with which readers can identify.
Ad Hurd, Edith (Thacher). No Funny Business; pictures by Clement Hurd. Har-
1 per, 1962. 64p. (I Can Read Books.) Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.19
net.
When the other members of his family planned to go on a picnic, Carl the cat refused
to go along. With nothing to do at home, he took a nap and had a long dream of glory
in which he was in the picnic party and was repeatedly the hero of the day. When the
family came home and woke Carl and found he had not been up to any funny business,
they were pleased and urged him to come along on the next picnic. The device of the
dream affords opportunity for variety of action, the writing is mildly humorous, the
ending of the story seems anticlimactic.
R Johnson, Annabel. Pickpocket Run; by Annabel and Edgar Johnson. Harper,
7-10 1962. 185p. $2.95.
Dix, seventeen and living in a small Western town, learns from a t:ucker that that
part of the country is called Pickpocket Run. Restless, unhappy at home, Dix is on
the verge of delinquent behavior, but finds, over a holiday weekend, that he has prin-
ciples and that he has shown courage in upholding them. The writing is tight-knit,
the action suspenseful, and the characterization is perceptive. The writing style is
straightforward and vigorous, with a distinctive handling of personal relationships
and a consistency and realism in the mutual affectiveness of personalities and
events.
M Johnson, Margaret Sweet. Kelpie; A Shetland Pony; written and illus. by
2-3 Margaret S. Johnson. Morrow, 1962. 64p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed.
$2.60 net.
Kelpie was a Shetland pony, and of all the ponies Hugh MacDonal loved Kelpie best;
his father said that Kelpie had to be sold along with the rest. Running away from the
dealer, Kelpie roamed alone for a month before he was found; back home, his part
in the rescue of an injured lamb won for the pony and for Hugh the promise that they
could stay together. A patterned plot, adequate realistic illustrations, adequate writ-
ing style; beyond the love of animals that is communicated by the author and the sat-
isfactory (but formula) ending, the story has little to distinguish it from other animal
stories in which the pet of the herd or the stray is loved by a child and earns the
right to be kept because of a good deed.
R Joslin, Sesyle. Dear Dragon . .. And Other Useful Letter Forms for Young
3-5 Ladies and Gentlemen Engaged in Everyday Correspondence; illus. by
Irene Haas. Harcourt, 1962. 40p. Trade ed. $2.25; Library ed. $2.39 net.
An amusing and instructive little book for the young letter writer. The text and the
illustrations pose highly improbable situations, but the form letter used in each case
is a simple and useful example: a social letter, a get-well note, an acceptance, etc.
The note of apology, for example, follows a paragraph that explains that you have
been at a ball where, having had too much pink lemonade, you tripped the Duchess,
pulled the hair of the Princess, and knocked down the cake. (Illustration: Costumed
guests getting out of hand at a birthday party) "Whereupon you pick up your pen, and
this is what you write: A Note of Apology.
My dear Duchess: I am sincerely sorry for any trouble I may have caused at
yesterday's festivities. Please forgive me. Your very apologetic friend . .. " (Illus-
tration: Guest, still in costime, writing. On the floor, the cake. Here, quite literally,
he has put his foot in it.)
M Kaula, Edna Mason. The First Book of New Zealand. Watts, 1961. 53p. illus.
4-6 $1.95.
An introduction to historical and contemporary New Zealand, with a text organized
into short topics; the text moves from geographical material to historical, then dis-
cusses the government and the people. The book is weakened by a choice of topics
that seems to have some imbalance; for example, the last headings run: "New Zea-
land at War, Sports in New Zealand, Real Fish Stories, Horse Racing (one paragraph),
Wild Life in New Zealand, The Flight of the Godwits." The topics are given cursory
coverage and are occasionally ended rather abruptly. The book gives information, but
is awkwardly written. The illustrations are of mediocre calibre, and some are quite
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badly captioned; for example, "New Zealand's most southern city is DUNEDIN
(above)." Above is a drawing of a statue of Robert Burns. An index is appended.
M Kay, Helen. A Duck for Keeps; illus. by Juliette Palmer. Abelard-Schuman,
2-3 1962. 61p. $2.50.
A simply written story, suitable for reading aloud to younger children, but slow-
moving and with a weakly inconclusive ending. Deborah's friends didn't think the
duckling that she'd been given at Easter was much of a pet, but Deborah and Duck
were inseparable. As Duck grew, she became a nuisance in Mother's garden;
Deborah tried turning her loose, but Duck just came back home. Duck won a prize
in a pet show, and laid an egg; Deborah felt that everybody then knew that her duck
was as good as any other kind of pet.
R Latham, Jean Lee. Man of the Monitor; The Story of John Ericsson; pictures
5-8 by Leonard Everett Fisher. Harper, 1962. 231p. Trade ed. $3.50; Li-
brary ed. $3.19 net.
A very good biography, somewhat simpler in style and vocabulary, and with more
dialogue than Burnett's Captain John Ericsson (Vanguard, 1961. Reviewed in the
Bulletin: February, 1962), which devotes more attention to the years preceding
Ericsson's residence in England. Smoothly-written and lively in style, this book is
excellent for a younger audience than the Burnett book; it has value not only as a
biography but also as a good book of the Civil War period.
Ad Lavine, Sigmund A. Famous Industrialists; illus. by Gerald McCann. Dodd,
7-9 1961. 157p. $3.
Brief biographical sketches of thirteen American industrialists, each prominent in
a different field: McCormick, Armour, Eastman, Carnegie, Westinghouse, Ford,
Firestone, Watson, Fuller, Birdseye, Hilton, Sarnoff, and Disney. Emphasis is on
the men's careers, with only passing references to childhood or to personal mat-
ters. Because so much material is given brief coverage, the writing style is some-
what abrupt; there is also a rather pervasive note of--not adulation-but the sort of
bland approval of commercial brochures. Useful material, however, especially since
an index is appended.
Ad Lawrence, Mildred Elwood. Starry Answer. Harcourt, 1962. 189p. $3.25.
7-9
Kit felt ill at ease with the boys and girls who were part of the missile-base com-
munity; her family were old settlers and orange growers, and the new people spoke
a different language. In the summer after graduation, Kit came to know some of the
Missile Kids better, and found that they, on their part, had also felt a barrier. The
book has pleasant family and friendship relations, a moderate and realistic love in-
terest; the weakness of the book is in the rather slight storyline: little in her life ac-
tually changes, and Kit has no real problems. The background is fairly interesting,
the conversation and the characters are natural, and the writing style has ease and
vitality.
R Lear, Edward. The Owl and the Pussy-Cat; illus. by William Pene Du Bois.
4-6 Doubleday, 1962. 23p. $1.75.
yrs.
A small and engagingly illustrated version of the classic nonsense poem. While it is
available in many collections, the poem is here accompanied by drawings that have
humor and vivacity, and seem particularly appropriate for Lear. Especially amus-
ing are two facing pictures of the cat rowing as she is serenaded; she leans back-
ward in one, forward in the other to give a real impression of a rower's pull-and
on her face is a mingled expression of determination about the job at hand and soul-
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ful attention to the love song.
M Leavitt, Jerome E. Fun-time Terrariums and Aquariums; by Jerome Leavitt
3-5 and John Huntsberger; pictures by Bill Armstrong. Children's Press,
1961. 47p. $2.50.
A discussion of terrariums and of fresh and salt water aquariums that focuses on
building and stocking the containers. The text is quite dull and the illustrations are
of poor calibre, being neither adequate for purposes of identification nor attractive
enough to be ornamental. Although they do not cover all the same material, books
like Selsam's Underwater Zoos (Morrow, 1961) or Pels' The Care of Water Pets
(Crowell, 1955) are more comprehensive and better written. This book gives infor-
mation, but the dry writing is not likely to stimulate a child's enthusiasm.
M Le Grand. Samson Catches a Mystery; written and illus; by Le Grand.
3-5 Houghton, 1962. 150p. $3.
Samson is a boy with an exceedingly active imagination, and when he and his friends
become involved in (in fact, suspect in) the robbery of a garage, Samson tries his
hand at detective work. The exaggeration of Samson's naivete, persistence, and pe-
ripheral ploys is carried to an extreme that dulls the author's usually robust humor.
The children do not seem real, and their conversation does not seem real.
R Leodhas, Sorche Nic. Thistle and Thyme; Tales and Legends from Scotland;
5-7 illus. by Evaline Ness. Holt, 1962. 144p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed.
$3.27 net.
Another delightful collection of tales by the author of Heather and Broom. The writ-
ing is rhythmic and lively; it has to an unusual degree a smooth integration of words
and turns of phrase. The humor is crisp yet subtle; the stories are excellent for
reading aloud, and the collection is a good source of material for storytelling.
Ad Lexau, Joan. Millicent's Ghost; illus. by Ben Shecter. Dial, 1962. 29p.
K-2 $2.75.
Girl-meets-ghost theme is handled with light-hearted humor in a read-aloud book.
Millicent, going to visit her great aunt, is told by her brother that the old Victorian
house is haunted. Suggestible Millicent screams when she sees a headless figure-
it turns out to be a dressmaker's dummy; Millicent screams when she hears creak-
ing noises, and is snatched up by a figure in white-Great Aunt Agatha, who has
come to comfort her. Just enough suspense is maintained, and just enough reassur-
ing realism ends each suspenseful moment.
Ad Lindgren, Astrid (Ericsson). Mischievous Meg; pictures by Janina Domanska;
3-5 tr. by Gerry Bothmer. Viking, 1962. 139p. $2.75.
First published in Sweden in 1960, a book about a lively girl of ten who (frequently
with her small sister) gets into a series of scrapes. Meg and little Betsy emerge as
distinct personalities, and the relationship between the sisters is one of warmth
realistically tempered by occasional acerbity. The writing has humor, but is uneven
in pace, some of the episodes seeming quite drawn-out. Betsy is a bit precocious in
her speech, and some of the adult characters seem a bit overdrawn, but characteri-
zation is generally good and the story has interesting details about Swedish holiday
traditions as well as giving a good picture of Sweden today.
R Little, Jean. Mine for Keeps; illus. by Lewis Parker. Little, 1962. 186p.
5-7 $3.75.
An unusual story, deeply moving but with no sentimentality. Sally, who has been liv-
ing for five years at a school for handicapped children, comes home to face the
problems of family life and attendance at the local school. She is at first filled with
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fear and resentment, and with a certain amount of self-pity. She finds herself ac-
cepted-then she finds two real friends-and she eventually reaches out to help an-
other child in trouble. One of the most valuable aspects of the book is in the depic-
tion of Sally's family: they are real people, who try to help, but who make mistakes
and lose their tempers. All of the handling of the difficulties of a child who has
cerebral palsy is matter-of-fact; the handicap recedes into a background fact that
simply gives validity to a lively and satisfying story.
Ad Lord, Beman. Guards for Matt; pictures by Arnold Spilka. Walck, 1961.
3-5 64p. $2.75.
After he had broken three pair of glasses in one year, Matt was forbidden to play
basketball without glasses guards. He tried playing with no glasses; he tried using
an underwater mask; neither worked. When Matt was paid five dollars for singing
at a woman's club meeting, he immediately bought sports equipment: not glasses
guards, for the basketball season was over, but hockey gloves. A modest story, with
most of the action being in the basketball sequences; the writing is rather static,
with realistic and often humorous conversation. There is no depth in the character-
ization, but all the characters are real and the relationships amongst them are nat-
ural and consistent.
Ad Lubell, Winifred. Rosalie; The Bird Market Turtle; by Winifred and Cecil
2-3 Lubell. Rand McNally, 1962. 56p. illus. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed.
$2.95 net.
A story of the Paris bird market and the two pets belonging to M. Bonaparte, who
sold birds. His talking crow, Gaston, and his very tame turtle, Rosalie, were great
friends; when Rosalie disappeared, Gaston flew all over Paris hunting her and caw-
ing "Where's Rosalie?" Rosalie found and the three reunited, a party was given by
M. Bonaparte for everybody in the bird market, with dancing, rejoicing, and free
ice cream and strawberries for the children. The writing style is adequate, the il-
lustrations of Parisian scenes are attractive, although some are crowded.
R McLean, Allan Campbell. Ribbon of Fire. Harcourt, 1962. 191p. $2.95.
7-10
An exciting story, set in the mid-nineteenth century on the Isle of Skye, and told
wonderfully by sixteen-year-old Alasdair Stewart. Oppressed by a cruel Factor, the
folk of Alasdair's region were in rebellion; some traitor had been talking to the Fac-
tor and Alasdair was picked up by the police. Only after considerable violence and
bloodshed is there an understanding between the people and the Laird who had been
so long away; Alasdair has rescued the Laird's daughter, the Factor has been turned
out, and Alasdair has become a protege of the Laird. The plot has pace and the char-
acterizations are good; the atmosphere and the Scottish flavor of the writing are
superb.
SpR Mayne, William. The Glass Ball; drawings by Janet Duchesne. Dutton, 1962.
4-6 64p. $2.95.
An unusual book, written in a distinctive style, and probably limited in its appeal be-
cause of the slow pace and a quiet-almost mystical-element in the author's treat-
ment of the blue ball. A glass sphere, it is found by two small Greek boys who are
gathering seaweed in which to pack candles for the monastery. The blue ball seems
to have a will of its own as it rolls here and stops there, leading Niko and Demetrio
to follow it until it rolls back into the sea. There is no true plot, but the conversa-
tion of the boys and the background of their activities gives an evocative picture of
the people of the small island in the Aegean Sea. The elusive quality of the writing
will probably be most enjoyed by the unusual reader, but the book may also be ap-
preciated by a wider audience to whom it may be read aloud.
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Ad Meyer, Franklyn E. Me and Caleb; illus. by Lawrence Beall Smith. Follett,
5-7 1962. 160p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.15 net.
Convincingly told in first person, a rather rambling, anecdotal, and humorous book
about Bud and his small brother Caleb. The boys are lively and adventurous, their
adventures are believable, and the characterization is good. The writing is a bit on
the cute side, with the humor heavily dependent on idiomatic or slang dialogue; the
style is reminiscent of Tarkington in this respect and in the treatment of the boys
as small-mischief rascals.
M Muir, Lynette. The Unicorn Window; illus. by Pauline Baynes. Abelard-Schu-
6-8 man, 1961. 169p. $3.
A fanciful story about two English children who wander into the land of heraldry;
while they have adventures, the emphasis in the writing is on the details that ampli-
fy the concept of a land in which the terms of heraldry actually obtain. Because of
the weight of detail in a subject not as familiar to American as it is to British chil-
dren, the book will probably be limited in appeal. The terminology and the small
print are better suited for readers older than the middle-grades readers who are
usually the most receptive audience for fanciful writing.
M Nash, Ogden. Girls Are Silly; pictures by Lawrence Beall Smith. Watts,
3-5 1962. 30p. $2.95.
Taking a walk with Billy, the author tries to find out why Billy doesn't like girls.
Engaging in varied side-excursions (fence-climbing, headstands, etc.) as he walks,
Billy explains all the silly things girls do but concludes, when asked "What about
your mother?" that "Mother was never a girl. She was always Mother." A weak end-
ing to a text only lightly amusing, and probably less humorous for a child than for
the adult who may find Billy's protests or his actions entertaining. The illustrations
are deft and will be engaging to adults; the rhyming text is neat and adequate: slight
in content and, although it has humor, a bit disappointing to the Nash afficionado.
M Oliver, Jane. Faraway Princess; illus. by Jane Paton. St. Martin's, 1962.
6-8 223p. $3.25.
Set in England at the time of the Norman Conquest, the story of the struggle for
power between the Norman and the Anglo-Saxon nobles. The book concentrates on
the children of the exiled Edward; summoned from Hungary, the heir apparent dies
soon after arriving in England. Young Edgar prepares to offer the crown which
might have been his to William, the conquering Norman. His sister Margaret be-
comes betrothed to Malcolm of Scotia, and there Edgar, his mother and his other
sister decide to stay rather than returning to faraway Hungary. There is far too
much historical detail for this reading level, especially for American children. The
period details are authentic, and the terminology used in conversation is convincing,
but both are heavily used; the writing is frequently trite of phrase. It is the histor-
ical material that is of most interest, but so complicated a period would emerge
more clearly were it more simply described.
M Peet, William Bartlett. Smokey; written and illus. by Bill Peet. Houghton,
K-2 1962. 38p. Trade ed. $3; Library ed. $2.90 net.
A read-aloud book about a little switch engine who wanted some adventure before he
retired. Illustrated by lively crayon drawings, the rhyming text describes Smokey's
solo flight (pursued at one point by Indians who were offended by what they read in
his smoke signals) that ends in ignominy. Rescued from a duck pond, he finds a new
life as an educational assistant when a teacher notices that the smoke rings from
Smokey's damaged stack are emerging as digits and letters. The nonsensical ending
gives some variation to the rather worn theme.
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R Picard, Barbara Leonie. The Lady of the Linden Tree; illus. by Charles
5-7 Stewart. Criterion Books, 1962. 224p. $3.50.
A beautifully written and nicely varied collection of twelve original fairy tales. In a
brief and interesting preface, the author notes that she has used many familiar basic
themes: the ugly princess who becomes her beautiful self, the trading-at-a-loss
story, the cinderella theme. There is variation of style as well as of subject, and
each tale seems to be in the perfectly appropriate style. A distinctive book.
Ad Pinkerton, Kathrene Sutherland (Gedney). Steer North! Harcourt, 1962.
7-9 219p. $3.50.
Greg North had always wanted to sail to Alaska with his father in the boat they had
built; after his father's fatal accident Greg decided to go north with a retired sea
captain, Cap'n Matt. They found some employment-using the boat for chartered
trips or towing logs; Greg enjoyed the country and loved his boat, but worried about
finances and the future. While on a charter cruise, he proved the seaworthiness of
his ship to a Mr. Winston, whose injured friend needed help. When the ship came in-
to the narrows in a gale, Mr. Winston offered Greg a contract: he was the very man
Greg had been trying to see. Despite the dependence on coincidence at the end of the
book and a somewhat labored style of writing, the story has good atmosphere and
adventure, and a satisfaction for the reader who identifies with Greg's determination
to stay independent.
Ad Price, Willadene. Gutzon Borglum; Artist and Patriot; illus. with 60 photo-
7-10 graphs. Rand McNally, 1961. 224p. $3.50.
A good biography of the famous sculptor, comprehensive and detailed, but rather
slow of pace. The book is liberally illustrated by photographs of Borglum's work as
well as of the sculptor and his family; the text devotes more attention to Borglum's
personal life than do most biographies of artists. While Borglum is a colorful per-
sonality and his work at Mount Rushmore alone would merit interest, this biography
is weakened by having much material about other-and often minor-figures in addi-
tion to those people who played an important part in the artist's life. An index is ap-
pended.
R Rich, Louise (Dickinson). The First Book of the Vikings; pictures by Lili
5-8 R6thi. Watts, 1962. 65p. $1.95.
A very well-written book about the Viking peoples, prefaced by an introduction that
points out the historical reasons that have led to a misconception of the Viking cul-
ture. The author describes in vivid detail the homes, customs, clothing, education,
and laws of the people. One section gives interesting information about the Viking
men at sea; the book concludes with a brief analysis of the disappearance of the Vi-
kings. For a text so fact-filled and straightforward, the writing is remarkably
evocative. An index is appended.
R Ripper, Charles L. Foxes and Wolves; written and illus. by Charles L. Ripper.
4-6 Morrow, 1961. 64p. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.78 net.
Succinct and straightforward writing in a text that is well-organized and without ex-
traneous material; illustrations are clear and informative. Maps indicating range of
habitat of each species are included, as are drawings of the prints of each. Informa-
tion is given on hunting habits, lairs, habitat, breeding, and appearance.
Ad Robinson, Ray. Ted Williams. Putnam, 1962. 191p. illus. $2.95.
6-9
A detailed record of the career of one of baseball's greatest hitters. Williams is a
colorful and controversial figure, and his years with the Red Sox provide interesting
material. The book is weakened by staccato writing, but will surely interest any
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baseball fan. Although the author is candid about Williams-his insouciance in early
days and his frequent churlishness-he is at the same time adulatory, an ambiva-
lence achieved in part by an inclination to sentimentality. Two pages of biographical
and professional statistics are appended, as is an index.
M Ruck-Pauquet, Gina. Twenty-Two Little Cats; pictures by Eva Hohrath.
3-5 McGraw-Hill, 1962. 31p. $2.75.
yrs.
A slight picture book, too contrived to be realistic and without the humor or exag-
geration that might lighten the story. Eleven cats lived, hungry, in a ramshackle
house; each cat had a kitten and there were then twenty-two cats. One boy solicited
help for the animals, and all the townspeople helped fix the house and provide food.
The only value in the story is that it demonstrates kindness to animals.
R Samuels, Gertrude. B-G Fighter of Goliaths; The Story of David Ben-Gurion;
7- photographs by the author. Crowell, 1961. 275p. $3.50.
An excellent biography, carefully detailed and dignified in tone; the book gives a
comprehensive picture of the formation of Israel and of the problems encountered
by the new nation. Ben-Gurion's childhood is covered very briefly, although his per-
sonal life as an adult is covered adequately. The personality of the biographee
emerges with vigor; the writing is lively. Appended are a comparative chronological
list (of events in Ben-Gurion's life and of contemporary events), an extensive di-
vided bibliography, and a very good relative index.
R Sasek, Miroslav. This Is Venice. Macmillan, 1961. 60p. illus. Trade ed.
4-6 $3; Library ed. $4.25 net.
A distinctive addition to the unusual series of oversize books that capture in text and
in the lovely illustrations, the atmosphere of some of the world's great cities. Mr.
Sasek manages to communicate to the reader a sense of relish in the attractions of
Venice, and his paintings have, almost without exception, either beauty or humor.
Never attempting to be a comprehensive guide, each book is attractive, informative,
and evocative.
M Schlein, Miriam. City Boy, Country Boy; illus. by Katherine Evans. Chil-
2-3 dren's Press, 1962. 29p. $2.50.
A boy tells of the joys of his life in the country; another boy tells of the many rea-
sons he loves living in the city. If used as intended (the text has been tested by the
publisher and designated for third grade reading) the writing style seems babyish:
"I live where I live-I love where I live. I'm the little boy from the country." Some
of the text, however, uses words and concepts that are more sophisticated than
this. Perhaps the most useful aspect of the book is in the presentation of satisfac-
tion in both urban and rural life, enabling a reader to make comparisons with which-
ever milieu is familiar to him.
M Showers, Paul. The Listening Walk; illus. by Aliki. Crowell, 1961. 34p.
1-2 (Let's-Read-and-Find-Out Books.) Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.35 net.
Perhaps this book will encourage children to be more attentive to the sounds around
them, but it has little value otherwise. A boy and his father walk silently, listening
to sounds; by giving the sounds phonetic expression in print one concept is amplified.
There is dubious merit in stating that "some sprinklers make a steady whispering
sound. Like this: thhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh. Other sprinklers turn around and around.
They go like this: whithhhhh withhhhh whithhhhh whithhhhh." The illustrations, eco-
nimical of line and lively in effect, amplify but do not supplement the text.
Ad Smith, Datus C. The Land and People of Indonesia. Lippincott, 1961. 125p.
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6-9 illus. (Portraits of the Nations Series.) $2.95.
Written with authority, with sympathy, and with objectivity, an interesting book
about the cluster of islands that have the sixth largest population in the world. Ap-
proximately half the book is devoted to a detailed history; since the writing style is
heavy, the historical chapters are-at least, in part-rather dull. The writing is not
always precise: for example, "Too continuous a rainfall can be harmful ... " or,
"Still today, even in this time of jet travel .. ." An index is appended.
Ad Steiner, Charlotte. Kiki's Play House; written and illus. by Charlotte Steiner.
K-2 Doubleday, 1962. 2 7p. $2.50.
A mild and satisfying read-aloud book that describes the activities of Kiki and her
friends as they worked and played in the little playhouse that had been a surprise
for Kiki. They gardened, they made furniture of sorts, they were visited by several
animals; when they decorated the house at Christmas time, Kiki and her friends
won a prize: a gingerbread house. While the book is a bit static in quality, it has a
diversity of small activities (perhaps too many, touched on too lightly) and good at-
titudes (although not obtrusively presented) toward playmates and co-operative
projects, and gives a good example of kindness to animals.
R Stolz, Mary Slattery. Pigeon Flight; pictures by Murray Tinkelman. Harper,
4-6 1962. 54p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
A delightful story, beautifully written in a style that has simplicity, grace, and hu-
mor; there is in this book, as there was in Belling the Tiger, a bonus for the older
reader who can enjoy some of the subtler references. Mr. Pigeon, dethroned and
testy, decides to retire to the country; Mrs. Pigeon (a gregarious urban type) flies
reluctantly along. They find the beauties of nature boring-in fact, a bit frightening
-and return to people and pavements with some alacrity as soon as Mr. Pigeon has
made his gesture and gained perspective. A nice book to read aloud.
Ad Stoutenburg, Adrien. Beloved Botanist; The Story of Carl Linnaeus; by Adrien
7-9 Stoutenburg and Laura Nelson Baker. Scribner, 1961. 192p. $2.95.
A competent fictionalized biography of the man whose classification system was one
of the greatest single contributions ever made to the science of botany. The authors
give a good balance between Linnaeus' personal life and his professional training
and achievements. The book is weakened somewhat by a rather flat writing style,
with an occasional abrupt transition. For example, "He followed Celsius to the study,
trying desperately to act as if Rudbeck's visit were no more than he had expected.
The snow melted from the slopes and woods and ice thawed in the river." One inter-
esting aspect of the book is in the picture it gives of the state of scientific knowledge
in the early eighteenth century: Linnaeus, who is training as a doctor, examines a
blind child and concludes that his condition is due to a spell which has been cast be-
fore birth. The inclusion of several such anecdotes will probably impress the reader
with an awareness of the fact that even scientists are products of their time.
M Strachan, Margaret Pitcairn. Dolores and the Gypsies; illus. by Charles Geer.
4-6 Washburn, 1962. 99p. $2.95.
The story of a twelve-year-old girl in modern Spain. Dolores wanted to dance, but
her mother disapproved of association with gypsies; the mother of her gypsy friend
Mariquita also disapproved of the friendship. Dolores helped heal the breach by find-
ing a lost pin that a tourist had accused the gypsies of stealing; she also found that
her mother's mother had been a gypsy. The plot is slight, background details are in-
teresting, the writing style pedestrian.
R Stucley, Elizabeth. The Contrary Orphans; illus. by Charles Mozley. Watts,
6-8 1962. 192p. $2.95.
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First published in England under the title Springfield Home, a colorful and quite so-
phisticated book about a home for orphans in England. Most of the story concerns
Carlotta-wily, tough, imaginative, and rebellious, and Frankie-awkward, rejected,
stuttering, and shy. The plot development is logical for each protagonist, the atmos-
phere of the Springfield Home is vividly created, the characters are varied and con-
vincing. As in Family Walk-Up, the author gives a realistic picture of one social
group in a narrow environment, with writing that has humor and the added flavor of
delicious dialect.
Ad Sutherland, Efua. Playtime in Africa; photographs by Willis E. Bell.
3-5 Atheneum, 1962. 58p. $3.
First published in Ghana, a book of photographs with rhythmic--sometimes lyrical-
text written quite successfully in first person. There is great variation of activities
in the photographs, with lively action in some and the capturing of a quiet mood in
others. The great value of the book lies in the picture it will give our own children
of the African children: some of the games are different, some of the clothes are
different, but many of the activities will be familiar, many of the photographs show
clothes, toys, or equipment that might be seen on any American playground. It is
probable that the charm of the children themselves may be less potent to children
than to adult readers, so that some of the pictures (a child listening alertly on a tin-
can telephone) will be of little interest compared to pictures that show unfamiliar
actions or toys. A book that may be used for reading aloud to younger children. It is
unfortunate that the text nowhere specifies that the photographs were taken in Ghana.
M Thayer, Jane. Gus Was a Friendly Ghost; illus. by Seymour Fleishman.
K-2 Morrow, 1962. 30p. $2.75.
A mild and fanciful read-aloud story about a congenial ghost who liked his summer
family, and was lonely when they left in the fall. He invited a mouse to join him for
the winter, and found he was catering-in fact, being subservient to-his guest; when
his people came back in the spring, Gus found that Mouse was annoying them; he put
his foot down, the Mouse turned meek, and they all had a pleasant summer. Slight
plot, light humor, but a rather good treatment of the incongruous triangle of humans,
ghost, and mouse.
M Thomas, David St. John. Trains Work Like This; with 43 illus. by H. Johns.
8- Roy, 1962. 54p. (Science Works Like This Series.) $2.95.
A fairly technical book about trains, with quite small print and enough technical de-
tail to indicate that the book will be of interest chiefly to the railroad buff. Although
the author discusses American as well as British trains, most of the terminology
and some of the text will be less comprehensible to American than to British read-
ers. Topics covered are steam, electric, and diesel trains, rail tracks, signals and
traffic, and track and station layout. The writing is technical and heavy, the illustra-
tions are, for the most part, inadequately labelled.
R Thompson, Vivian Laubach. Sad Day, Glad Day; pictures by Lilian Obligado.
1 Holiday House, 1962. 36p. (Beginning To Read Books.) $2.50.
For beginning independent readers, the story of a little girl who doesn't want to
move away from her familiar old home to an apartment in the city. She feels discon-
solate when she finds that her doll has been left behind, but is soothed by finding a
doll that has been left for her on a closet shelf. Some of the advantages of urban liv-
ing strike her, she realizes that home is where the family is, and she is happy. The
theme of readjustment is not unusual, although it is rather refreshing to have a
child who is moving to-instead of away from-the city. Simply written, quite sedate;
the story is quiet, but it has the appeal of a familiar experience and it is suitable in
length, theme, and simplicity for beginning readers.
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R Tunis, John Roberts. Silence over Dunkerque. Morrow, 1962. 215p. $2.95.
7-10
A lively and suspenseful story of the evacuation and the period just after Dunkirk;
the story moves back and forth (but not too often) from France to England. Sergeant
Edward Williams and his companion, caught in occupied France, are rescued by a
young French girl and finally make their way back to England. During the same pe-
riod, the fifteen-year-old twin sons of the sergeant take part in the rescue operation
and hunt for their father. The book ends as the reunion takes place; the lack of mel-
odramatic writing at the close makes the scene quietly effective. An exciting story,
tightly constructed and convincing in background detail and characterization.
R Udry, Janice May. Is Susan Here?; pictures by Peter Edwards. Abelard-
3-6 Schuman, 1962. 31p. $2.50.
yrs.
An entertaining book about a child's imaginative play. Confronted by a tiger, Susan's
mother explained that Susan usually helped with the dishes-so the tiger obliged.
Through the day, Susan appears in the guise of various animals, all of whom per-
form Susan's usual tasks. The writing has a gentle humor, and the illustrations show
the masquerading child clearly enough to be perceivable by small children to whom
the book is read. Children will identify with Susan's pretending, and perhaps note in
passing her co-operative behavior.
Ad Udry, Janice May. The Mean Mouse; And Other Mean Stories; pictures by Ed
K-2 Young. Harper, 1962. 25p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
Eleven very brief stories, most of them told in a few paragraphs, about mean crea-
tures. The writing has a bland quality, the humor is understated, the misbehavior of
each culprit and his retribution are equally mild. The delicate illustrations are at-
tractive and are enhanced in their simplicity by ample space. The writing has a quiet,
almost static, quality; the stories often seem pendant and without focus when over.
For example, the mean rabbit was always frightening foxes that went over his bridge,
and he pushed three off. So the foxes used a bridge belonging to a friendly hedgehog.
"And ever after, the mean rabbit lived by himself under a very lonely old bridge."
R Valens, Evans G. Wingfin and Topple; pictures by Clement Hurd. World,
K-3 1962. 28p. $3.50.
A read-aloud picture book in which both the text and the illustrations will be most
appreciated by the unusually perceptive child, but which should be of interest to all
children; a good book, also, to read aloud to older children. The text, in which both
the vocabulary and the way in which it is used are difficult, has a lyric quality as it
describes the adventures of a flying fish. The illustrations (which will probably have
more appeal for the small child than does the text) are superb: block prints super-
imposed on a background that follows the grain of wood, giving a remarkable impres-
sion of watery depths. An example of the writing: "The sky above was fever-blue,
punctured by the white hot circle of the sun. Its arching dome rested like a giant's
cup turned upside down upon the great flat saucer of the sea."
R Van Rhijn, Aleid. The Tide in the Attic; tr. by A. 5. Pomerans; illus. by
6-8 Marjorie Gill. Criterion Books, 1962. 127p. $3.
First published in Holland in 1959 under the title Een Helicopter Daalde, a most mov-
ing story based on the disastrous flood of 1953. Although the quality of translation
is uneven, the writing is vivid and suspenseful, describing the efforts of one family
to outlast the storm and the flood; marooned, finally, on the roof of their farmhouse,
the Wielemakers are rescued by helicopter. The ending is realistic: the farm is
ruined and the livestock gone, and the Wielemakers-amongst thousands of others-
simply face the fact that they must return and start again. One of the most impres-
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sive aspects of the book is in the relationship between the family and the two serv-
ants: the latter are pictured with dignity, the man especially being a tower of
strength. It is he who keeps the boy diverted by asking for help with crossword puz-
zles, he who risks his life to tie a distress signal to the roof.
R Vogel, Helen Wolff. Ocean Harvest: The Future of Oceanography; by Helen
6-9 Wolff Vogel and Mary Leonard Caruso; illus. by John Kaufman. Knopf,
1961. 144p. $3.
A good book about marine resources, written in a straightforward but informal
style, with good organization of material. The first part of the text gives some back-
ground of information about world oceans and about the explorers of marine life and
topography, past and present. Some of the topics discussed are mineral resources,
food resources from fish or seaweed, commercial development of by-products, and
the possibilities of salt extraction, converting salt water to fresh, and producing
algae cheaply enough to use it as a source of food. The last chapter discusses brief-
ly some of the problems and agreements of nations in establishing boundaries and
conventions. There is no table of contents or index.
Ad Waber, Bernard. The House on East 88th Street. Houghton, 1962. 48p. illus.
K-2 Trade ed. $3; Library ed. $2.90 net.
A fanciful read-aloud picture book about a crocodile. The Primm family found Lyle,
the crocodile, in their bathtub on the day they moved into their new house on East
88th Street. Frightened at first, the Primms grew very fond of Lyle, who was help-
ful about housework, a good sport at games, and wonderful company at all times.
When his former owner took Lyle on a theatrical tour, the crocodile and the Primm
family pined for each other, and they were all delighted when Signor Valenti brought
Lyle back-he was tired of audiences weeping at crocodile tears. The book seems
rather long for so slight a theme and little plot, but the writing is blandly pleasant;
the illustrations are bright and attractive, although some are quite busy with detail.
The first pages will seem familiar to any child who has experienced the trauma of
moving day: the article packed in an unmarked carton, the not-yet-connected tele-
phone, and the relief when the truck is at last emptied and the movers depart.
NR Watts, Mabel. Weeks and Weeks; pictures by Abner Graboff. Abelard-
K-2 Schuman, 1962. 40p. $2.75.
A read-aloud story in which the humor is dependent on exaggeration-not of detail,
but of the whole conception. A small-town photographer, Mr. Hobbs, took pictures
of people on all important occasions-births, weddings, graduations, etc. Then the
town was swept away by the idea of celebrative weeks; during Be-Kind-to-Animals
Week poodles were fed in bed, horses were turned out to pasture, and the photogra-
pher closed his shop. During the following week, Paint-Up Week, everybody painted
his house even if it didn't need painting, ladies painted birdcages and bathtubs, and
some parents spent so much on paint that they couldn't afford to have the cleaner
take paint out of their clothes. Eventually the craze died and people realized there
hadn't been a wedding or scout meeting or election for weeks, so they went back to
normal living.
R Webb, Nancy. Kaiulani: Crown Princess of Hawaii; by Nancy Webb and Jean
8- Francis Webb. Viking, 1962. 218p. $4.50.
A lengthy and detailed biography of the romantic daughter of a Scotsman and a
Hawaiian princess. Lovely and loved, Kaiulani spent most of her adolescent years
in exile; as the heiress to the throne, she was stunned by the news that the newly
established Republic of Hawaii had been recognized by the United States. Back home,
Kaiulani participated in public life, making every effort to keep up a friendly rela-
tionship with the American officials; in 1898 Hawaii was annexed. Kaiulani died
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"still young, beautiful, and beloved." Her story is interesting as much for the de-
scription of Hawaiian affairs as it is for a personal record. The writing style verges
on the fulsome, and there is an occasional note of sentimentality; these minor weak-
nesses detract little from the wonderfully complete and very sympathetic picture of
the princess. Equally sympathetic is the attitude of the authors toward the Hawaiian
people whose country was inexorably won by the increasing power of American in-
dustrialiam. A bibliography and an index are appended.
Ad Weber, Lenora (Mattingly). Tarry Awhile. Crowell, 1962. 247p. $3.50.
7-9
Beany, in love with Carl, becomes increasingly restive as she sees her friends get
married; she sees the problems of some of the couples she knows, but feels that if
Carl loved her enough he wouldn't want to wait. The situation presented, and its res-
olution, are not unusual; Beany sees that the decision should vary with the circum-
stances, and that Carl has been wiser than she. The appeal of the book lies (in addi-
tion to the familiar characters) in the wholesome family life, good friendship values,
and sensible attitudes toward all of the problems of courtship and marriage.
R Welch, Ronald. For the King; illus. by William Stobbs. Criterion Books,
8-10 1962. 216p. $3.50.
A story of the seventeenth century wars between Cavaliers and Roundheads; Neil
Carey's father, the Earl of Aubigny, declares for the king, and Neil follows his fa-
ther. They march with their retinue from Wales to join the king, and Neil is knighted
for courageous action in battle. Taken prisoner, Neil refuses freedom rather than
deny his cause; he escapes and finds refuge in an Abbey; taken again, he is saved
from sentence of death by a last-minute reprieve. Vividly written historical fiction,
with interesting information about military equipment and strategy; the writing has
pace, and the author presents with objectivity the attitudes of the opposing parties.
Ad Winter, Ginny Linville. The Ballet Book; written and illus. by Ginny Linville
2-4 Winter. Obolensky, 1962. 48p. $2.50.
A book of simple ballet instructions, with a drawing on each page that shows a step
or position and is accompanied by an explanation in rhyme. The preface states that
the book is meant to be used by parents and teachers to help beginning pupils, yet
the format, style, and type-size indicate independent use. Most of the instructions
are fairly clear, and the book is intended to supplement instruction rather than to
substitute for it, the jacket-flap notes. The book is adequate as supplementary ma-
terial, but seems too simplified for use by a guiding adult, and a bit too long for in-
dependent use. A brief dictionary (one-page) defines terminology.
R Wuorio, Eva-Lis. The Island of Fish in the Trees; illus. by Edward Ardizzone.
K-3 World, 1962. 59p. $3.50.
A gentle and sunny story about two small sisters living on an island in the Balearics.
Knowing that her mother has a toothache, Belinda goes off with baby Lucy in the
early morning to find Senor el Medico; the children, after a good deal of rambling
about, find the doctor and return home. The vocabulary and the writing style are
rather sophisticated, the style being often lyric and occasionally sentimental. The
charm of the story lies in the warmth of the island people; everywhere Belinda and
Lucy appear, they are welcomed and enjoyed; this loving-kindness is especially evi-
dent in the grave simplicity with which the adults discuss the children's problems at
their own level. A good book for reading aloud, and Ardizzone's illustrations enhance
the mood.


